(*) The 1865 MeV ](+p bump, even if it is a true resonance, is unimportant. For t = 0, ato~, we note that (J ÷ ½)~ is only 0.35 compared to 1.90 for the Y~(1815). For t > 0, where the resonance is used in FESR bootstrap calculations, it becomes relatively even less important, because it is only a P-wave (P1 or Pa), while the Y0*(1815) is an F~-wave.
(1) I~. DOLEm', D. tton~¢ and C. SC~ID: PhYs. Bev. Left., 19, 402 (1967) .
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But there seem 1o be quite a few other Y*-re,~onanees which do not fit at all into the exchan~e-dp,o'eneracy pattern. There are no exehm~ge-de~o'enerate partners for the folIo~ing resonances: Y~(1405..~-) which dominates low-energy i~,\ ~' scattering,
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, , ~8~. ~+) .,,a tl,e ¥212~oo,~-) eouph, to [~,\~ seven times more strongly than to Er:, while the ¥*(1830, ~-) couplinx" to K,V ix five times weaker 1ban 1o Y=, and the Y~11690,,~-) coupling to K~\" ix three times weaker than to V=.
We further select those 5os*' which Fi~ure l b shows quantitatively (**) that those resonances which do not lit into the ex~,haoge-degeneracy scheme couple very weakly to I(~N" at I 'm~, either because of small partial width or because' they ocem' in central partial waves. We haw~ plotted C [hnB] 
